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Delivered this morning by: Christine

FUN FACTS ABOUT TODAY'S SOLAR ECLISPSE! Christine Trueh,
Will Eventually be 30

Also known as “The Day of Black Sun”. All fire bending is rendered useless during a 
solar eclipse. A perfect time for an invasion of the Fire Nation. 

Planets can be seen during the daytime with the naked eye during a solar eclipse. 

On August 2, 1133, a solar eclipse occurred and King Henry I died shortly after-
ward – which prompted the superstition that eclipses are bad omens for rulers. 

SunChips released a limited edition solar eclipse flavor! 

It is not safe to look at a solar eclipse directly without proper glasses!! 
The next solar eclipse in the US won’t happen until March 30th, 2033. I’ll be 30 (oh 
my-). 

STRANDS (BETA) Claire Anderson,
NOT the NYT

Find the words to fill up the board! Theme words fill up the entire board, and no words over-
lap. No hints allowed! Also no answer key, this is a piece of paper!

Find the SHEETGRAM. The SHEETGRAM describes the puzzles theme and touches two opposite 
sides of the board.

Don't look up!

8 Theme words to find

A O E T E R
L F S C K E
I U S P O T
E N S I R I
S E C L A N
S A R E T Y
L A L I L A
G S O T O T

If you must know the answer key to Strands 
(beta) (NO AFFILIATION WITH NYT STRANDS 
(BETA)), email me your answers at anders_c4@
denison.edu. I will not tell you if you got it 
right or not, but there will be signs.



Staff “Reaction to Seeing The Eclipse” Box
Claire “Woahhh” Anderson, Managing Editor

Caroline "Me oh my!" Lopez, Junior Editor
Caroline “Wowza” Concannon, Junior Editor

Carter “Zoo Wee Mama!” Seipel, Sophomore Editor
Mick “I'm Blind Now" Smith, Head Writer

Lauren “Oh lala” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Brin "WHATTTTTTT!!?!?!” Glass, Junior Write

Griffin "Knew it would like that TBH” Conley, Junior Writer
Ella "I can't see it :(” Buzas, Foreign Correspondent

Selah “Cheers” Griffin, Foreign Correspondent
Micah "Where?" Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Foreign Correspondent

Emmy “E-what?” Ayad, Foreign Correspondent
Tatum "Sick." Thomas, Junior Writer

Christine "Much better than class” Trueh, Sophomore Writer
Leah "Yoooooooooooooooooo" Jackson, Sophomore Writer

Eleanor "Crazyyyyyyyyyyy" Mason, Freshman Writer
Lucy "Again Again!" Dale, Freshman Writer

Be honest 
do they look 

weird on me?

THIS JUST IN: FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT 
SELAH GRIFFIN BREAKS HER SILENCE

Selah Griffin,
Posh AFCONGENIALITY DECKED OUT!

Culture shock is not all it’s cracked out to be. Sure, maybe the lack of a language barrier or the fact that 
everyone here is the embodiment of Paddington himself, but I have yet to feel particularly alienated 
by English ‘culture.’ In fact, there is a lot that I’ve really come to embrace. I love saying “cheers” to the 
bartender after ordering a pint, UK drill rap, charity shops, steak and ale pastys, etc. However, the one 
thing that I continue to be a bit baffled by is the Brits and their dogs. Much like their owners, English 
dogs are tremendously inbred. You can tell by the way they breathe a little funny and never seem to 
live more than a few years. And yet, in line with English tradition, purebreds are treated like royalty. 
These dogs are always impeccably groomed, dressed in little suede jackets or bowties, and are al-
lowed in most stores and restaurants. I have no working thesis or moral quandary associated with this 
phenomenon, I don’t even think it’s a phenomenon to begin with. It’s simply taken up a lot of mental 
space these past few months. With no real conclusion or, albeit, purpose to begin with, I figured the 
best way to get this out of my system is to play Brit and do some doggy dress-up.  


